Quilt Beginnings

Midnight Sun
Block of the Month

Supply List

Instructor: Libby Van Treese

Dates: Mondays - Jan 13, Feb 10, Mar 9, Apr 13 (1:00pm-4pm)

Pattern: Midnight Sun BOM - will be provided in class

Project description: The Block of the Month features one BlocLoc ruler used in many ways. Learn to create "eight at a time" half-square & quarter square triangles accurately for a beautiful finished quilt top. We will go through the entire process in class from fabric selection to a completed top. Learn how to select your fabrics to make this stunning quilt. We will use organizational strategies to manage the colors and pieces as we work on the quilt top. Finished size is 81 1/2" x 81 1/2".

Fabric requirements: A total of 9 3/4 yds is needed for the quilt top. Our first class will be choosing your fabric to make this quilt uniquely your own. There are four colors used, so be thinking about your particular "colorway" and then we will work through the process together.

Supplies:
- BlocLoc HST (half square triangle) ruler 6.5" x 6.5"
- Sewing machine, cord and foot pedal
- Rotary cutter, ruler (6" x 24" for WOF cutting) & mat
- June Tailor Plus Strip Cutter (optional but helpful)
- Slidelock (optional)
- Neutral thread for piecing (aurifil is great)
- Pins, Wonder Clips, etc.
- Frixion pen or your favorite fabric marking pen (that will mark on both light & dark fabrics)
- Binder 1" to keep pattern/instructions all together